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About This Game

In Prey: Mooncrash, TranStar’s secret moon base stopped transmitting shortly after the events of Prey. Now Peter, a hacker
stationed aboard a spy satellite tasked with intercepting TranStar communications, must find out why. Trapped and under a
ruthless contract with KASMA Corp, Peter’s only hope of ever seeing his family again is uncovering the moon base’s lost

secrets.

Mooncrash includes Prey: Typhon Hunter, an online multiplayer update. Typhon Hunter is a lethal game of hide-and-seek
between a single survivor (Morgan Yu) and five other players who stalk, hunt, and hide in plain sight as shape-shifting Mimic

aliens. Every object is a potential enemy. Will Morgan or the Mimics prevail?

TranStar VR is a single player VR-only campaign included in the Typhon Hunter update. This campaign puts you in the shoes of
various TranStar employees as you complete objectives and solve intricate puzzles on Talos I, just days before the events of

Prey.

Requires the Prey full game.
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Title: Prey: Typhon Hunter
Genre: Action
Developer:
Arkane Studios
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5-3570 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 / AMD RX 470

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I really liked Prey and this game may look the part at first but it isn't. I do not play multiplayer hide-and-seek games but, this
was listed as a single player game as well (made the assumption that there would be some type of story line). Their idea of single
player is just a multiplayer game with a bunch of arena type bots thrown in. Very disappointing...
. How do I play if I can't set the controls the way I like them?. This is an afterthought or outsourced, and it shows.
Awkward control changes from the source material, tiny locked FOV, and strange, simplistic combat.
It's part of Mooncrasher so this isn't the main reason you're buying it.
Ignore that this is in your library like everyone else does.
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